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DESIGN
Services Overview

CUSTOMER CHALLENGES
Getting people back to the office isn’t just about a normal return to a desk. Organisations are making whole-
sale changes to the shape, purpose and design of physical spaces and crucially how employees, customers 
and visitors move through, enter and exit them. Even though pandemic restrictions are easing, providing 
frictionless employee experiences attract and retain talent and influence the quality of customer experiences.

The key challenges are:

 ρ Devising high quality employee on-boarding and exit experiences 
when in person gatherings are prohibited

 ρ Designing in-building experiences that don’t impact productivity, 
wellness and belonging

 ρ Designing in-building experiences for visitors and customers that 
make them want to come back

 ρ Designing hybrid meeting experiences that make it easy to create 
and host a wide variety of participants from pocket to boardroom

 ρ Finding ways to involve employees in the design and continuous 
improvement of these experiences
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SERVICE DESCRIPTION

The key benefits are: 

• Robust back to the office employee experiences that comply with test and trace policy and procedures that minimise impact 
on engagement

• Hybrid meeting experiences that move people from using to loving the technologies

• Active, vibrant employee communities contributing to the experience design effort 

• New IT services required to support employee, customer and visitor experiences

OUTCOMES

If you’ve already designed these processes, use this service for independent testing and analysis of existing and 
planned in-office employee experiences. If you’re just getting started, use this service to support the office design 
effort, particularly as it relates to technology and processes for the testing, tracing and tracking of employees and 
visitors. In both cases, this service conducts hybrid meetings testing and provides advice and guidance on how to 
deliver employee communities to capture contributions and feedback on the design of new processes.

The assessment typically takes four to eight weeks depending on data acquisition speed and the availability of 
stakeholders. Organisation size and complexity also dictate the breadth and depth of interventions.

KEY ACTIVITIES & DELIVERABLES

 ρ Create visual descriptions of detailed processes related to the movement of different types of people 
entering and exiting offices and buildings

 ρ Co-design with key stakeholders and employees new building processes that comply with prevailing 
government COVID-19 guidelines and business policies

 ρ User experience testing of a wide variety of hybrid meeting scenarios and formats with recommendations 
and designs for improving them

 ρ Design and implement employee communities to be used for their on-going contribution to the design of 
in-building experiences

 ρ Assess the impact on IT services of all new technologies to be introduced to support the safe return of 
people back to the office

 ρ Design and conduct testing of hybrid meeting technologies and provide technical and user experience 
recommendations on how to improve them

This service will:

CONTACT
For more information and indicative pricing contact: Leon Benjamin
ALSO SEE OUR :  Collaboration Maturity and Hybrid Working online documents

mailto:Leon.Benajmin%40toriglobal.com?subject=Ways%20of%20Working
https://content.toriglobal.com/plezi_file/60f05716d59cbc39b2d893ea/collaboration_maturity_assessment_service_overview.pdf
https://content.toriglobal.com/plezi_file/60f05a92d59cbc39a9d895a1/hybrid_working_service_overview.pdf

